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ABSTRACT

This paper reviews the research work done on the Reliability Analysis of Controller Area Network (CAN) based systems. During the last couple of decades, real-time researchers have extended schedulability analysis to a mature technique which for nontrivial systems can be used to determine whether a set of tasks executing on a single CPU or in a distributed system will meet their deadlines or not [1-3]. The main focus of the real-time research community is on hard real-time systems, and the essence of analyzing such systems is to investigate if deadlines are met in a worst case scenario. Whether this worst case actually will occur during execution, or if it is likely to occur, is not normally considered. Reliability modeling, on the other hand, involves study of fault models, characterization of distribution functions of faults and development of methods and tools for composing these distributions and models in estimating an overall reliability figure for the system [4]. This paper presents the research work done on reliability analysis developed with a focus on Controller-Area-Network-based automotive systems.
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1. Introduction

Scheduling work in real-time systems is traditionally dominated by the notion of absolute guarantee. The load on a system is assumed to be bounded, and known, worst-case conditions are presumed to be encountered, and static analysis is used to determine that all timing constraints (deadlines) are met in all circumstances. This deterministic framework has been very successful in providing a solid engineering foundation for the development of real-time systems in a wide range of applications from avionics to consumer electronics. However, the limitations of this approach are now beginning to pose serious research challenges for those working in scheduling analysis. A move from a deterministic to a probabilistic framework is advocated in [5].

When performing schedulability analysis (or any other type of formal analysis) it is important to keep in mind that the analysis is only valid under some specific model assumptions, typically under some assumed “normal condition,” e.g., no hardware failures and a “friendly” environment. The “abnormal” situations are typically catered for in reliability analysis, where probabilities for failing hardware and environmental interference are combined into a system reliability measure. This separation of deterministic (0/1) schedulability analysis and stochastic reliability analysis is a natural simplification of the total analysis, which unfortunately is quite pessimistic, since it assumes that the “abnormal” is equivalent to failure; in particular, for transient errors/failures, this may not at all be the case. Thus, even in cases where the worst case analysis deems the system to be unschedulable, it may be proven to satisfy its timing requirements with a sufficiently high probability [4]. The basic argument of the work in [4] is that for any system (even the most safety critical one) the analysis is valid only as long as the underlying assumptions hold. A system can only be guaranteed up to some level, after which we must resort to reliability analysis. The main contribution of [4] is in providing a methodology to calculate such an estimate by way of integrating schedulability and reliability analysis. Furthermore, this type of reasoning is especially pertinent considering the growing trend of using wireless networks in factory automation and elsewhere. The error behavior of such systems will most likely require reliability to be incorporated into the analysis of timing...
guarantees. The ability to tolerate faults becomes a more
critical characteristic for hard real-time systems, in which
the missing of deadlines can have catastrophic results.

Systems with requirements of reliability are tradition-
ally built with some level of replication or redundancy so
as to maintain the properties of correctness and timeli-
ness even in the case of faults. Faults can be tolerated by
using hardware, software, information and time redun-
dancy. In certain classes of applications, it may not be fea-
sible to provide hardware redundancy due to space, weight
and cost considerations. Such systems need to exploit soft-
ware, information and time redundancy techniques and
especially the combination of these techniques. However,
the implementation of such systems increases the complex-
ity of keeping the system computation in compliance with
the requirements specificiation. Effective schedulability
analysis, which takes the fault model, fault tolerance
mechanisms and the scheduling algorithm into consider-
ation, is needed to guarantee the timeliness property [6].
A central feature of these systems is that the behavior is
periodic, with a hyperperiod that is equal to the LCM of
the periods of the constituent tasks. Section 2 presents
the related research work. Section 3 presents an introduc-
tion to Reliability modeling and Section 4 presents the
general real-time system model, the fault-tolerant com-
unication model and the applied reliability metrics.

2. Related Work

Formal analysis approaches of fault-tolerant real-time
systems have been addressed by some previous research
activities. In [7], Burns presents a method to explore
tasks for the probability of missing their deadline. Bros-
ter proposes an extension of this method to derive prob-
abilistic distribution functions of response times on a
CAN bus [8]. The author assumes non-preemptive
transmission behavior. De Lima introduces an approach
to calculate an optimal priority assignment for recovery
mechanisms, leading to a minimum deadline miss prob-
ability [9]. However, the approaches [7-9] have certain
limitations, leading to extremely pessimistic results. This
pessimism is mainly due to two basic assumptions. First
of all only the worst-case is considered, i.e. that situation
in which each task has the highest deadline failure prob-
ability (DFP). Furthermore, on the error penalty is gen-
erally overestimated due to the assumption that each er-
ror affects that task with the maximum runtime, leading
to maximum reexecution/retransmission overhead. A
detailed discussion of these limitations has been pre-

tanted in [10]. In [11], the authors propose another
method that is not restricted to pure worst-case analysis.
Instead they consider a priority-driven CAN bus during a
period of time, and include individual response time
analysis for each message. However, it is still assumed
that each error causes the maximum overhead. Another
issue is that the error model is assumed to be determinis-
tic, being simply specified by a minimum distance be-
tween two consecutive errors. Consequently no deriva-
tion of reliability is feasible. Instead it is only possible
to decide whether the system is working or not under the
given assumptions, without any measure to characterize
the degree of safety. In [12], the deterministic error
model is presented as a generalization of the relatively
simplistic error model by Tindell and Burns [13]. The
error model specifically addresses the following:

- Multiple sources of errors: Handling of each source
  separately is not sufficient; instead, they have to be
  composed into a worst case interference with respect
to the latency on the bus.

- Signaling pattern of individual sources: Each source
can typically be characterized by a pattern of shorter
or longer bursts, during which the bus is unavailable,
i.e., no signaling will be possible on the bus. This
model is, just as Tindell and Burns’ model, determi-
nistic in that it models specific fixed patterns of in-
terference. Section 3 presents general reliability mod-
eling for such distributed real-time systems, as pre-

An alternative is to use a stochastic model with inter-
ference distributions. Such a model is proposed by Navet
et al. [14], who uses a Generalized Poisson Process to
model the frequency of interference, as well as their du-
ration (single errors and error bursts). In close association
to this stochastic approach, Section 4 presents a general
real time system model according to [15] and Section 5
presents a formal analysis methodology using the sto-

castic approach as presented in [15].

A study done by Burns, Davis and Punnekkat [16],
provides schedulability tests for fault tolerant task sets
scheduled with the full preemptive priority algorithm.
The recovery of tasks is modeled as alternative tasks that
should be executed to recover the system from an erro-
neous state. The authors have shown that fault-tolerance
based on error-recovery techniques can be easily mod-
eled by response time analysis. The response time analy-

sis of [1] is extended to implement this fault tolerance
approach. Fixed point recursive computations are used to
determine the response time of each task if a fault occurs
during its execution. Based on the work of [16], Lima
and Burns [17], also studied the approach to run the rec-
covery of tasks with higher priorities, and provided an
effective schedulability test to guarantee the predictabil-
ity of a system with this character. The methods used in
[16,17] assume a full preemptive priority scheduling
model. In [6], group-based preemptive scheduling is
considered. In this scheme, tasks can be put into groups.
Within a group, tasks behave like non-preemptable tasks,
i.e. they are not allowed to be preempted by tasks with
3. Reliability Modeling with Deterministic Error Model

Reliability is defined as the probability that a system can perform its intended function, under given conditions, for a given time interval. In the context of an automobile, its intended function is to provide reliable and cost-effective transport of men and material. At a subsystem level, such as for an Antilock Braking System (ABS), this boils down to performing the tasks (mainly input_sensors, compute_control, and output_actuators, etc.,) as per the specifications. Being part of a real-time system, the specifications for ABS imply the necessity for the results to be both functionally correct and within timing specifications [4].

A major issue here is how to compose hardware reliability, software reliability, environment model, and timing correctness to arrive at reasonable estimates of overall system reliability. A central feature of these systems is that the behavior is periodic, with a hyperperiod that is equal to the LCM of the periods of the constituent tasks.

The following probabilities are defined

\[ P_{HF}(t) = \text{Probability(Hardware failure at } t) \]
\[ P_{SF}(t) = \text{Probability(Software failure at } t) \]
\[ P_{F}(t) = \text{Probability(Communication failure at } t) \]

The reliability of the system is the probability that the system performs all its intended functions correctly for a period. This is given by the product of cumulative probabilities that there are no failures in hardware, software, and communication subsystem during the period. That is,

\[
R(t) = \left[1 - \int_0^t P_{HF}(t) \right] \times \left[1 - \int_0^t P_{SF}(t) \right] \times \left[1 - \int_0^t P_{F}(t) \right] 
\]

In [4], only on the final term in (1) is concentrated, i.e., the probability that no errors occur in the communication subsystem. They do not concentrate the faults in the hardware or in the software of such a system. Instead, it is looked at from a system level and one treats its correctness as the probability of correct and timely delivery of message sets. Since the main cause for an incorrect (corrupted, missing, or delayed) message delivery is environmental interference, an appropriate modeling of such factors in the context of the environment in which the system will operate is essential for performing reliability analysis. A completely accurate modeling of the probability of timely delivery of messages is far from trivial and hence certain simplifying assumptions are made in order to divide the problem into manageable portions [4].

A. Reliability Estimation

By definition, reliability is specified over a mission time. Normally, a repetitive pattern of messages (over the least common multiple (LCM) of the individual message periods) is assumed. Each LCM (hyperperiod) is periodic, with a hyperperiod that is equal to the LCM of the periods of the constituent tasks.

In [18], mixed critically applications are addressed, and the native CAN fault-tolerant mechanism assumes that all messages transmitted on the bus are equally critical, which has an adverse impact on the message latencies, results in the inability to meet user defined reliability requirements, and, in some cases even leads to violation of timing requirements. As the network potentially needs to cater to messages of multiple criticality levels (and hence varied redundancy requirements), scheduling them in an efficient fault-tolerant manner becomes an important research issue. In [18], the authors present a methodology which enables the provision of appropriate guarantees in CAN scheduling of messages with mixed criticalities. Their approach involves definition of fault tolerant feasibility windows of execution for critical messages, and off-line derivation of optimal message priorities that fulfill the user specified level of fault-tolerance. To enhance the dependability of CAN communication, research on the on-line fault diagnosis is carried out in [19], a monitor is designed to diagnose faults in CAN nodes and a hybrid method with active and passive mode is presented to diagnose faults among communication links.
It should be noted that changing the failure semantics may have implications for the design, since it is to be made sure that the system appropriately can handle the new situation, for example, in this case, that a few deadline misses can be tolerated.

C. Calculating Failure Probabilities

To calculate the subsystem reliability, first one needs to calculate the failure probability (in this case of the communication subsystem subject to possible external interference), i.e., the probability of at least one failure (defined as a missed deadline) during the mission time. In doing this, it is assumed that the interference-free system is schedulable, i.e., that it meets all deadlines with probability 1. Due to the bit-wise behavior of the CAN bus, and with respect to the external interference, a discretization of the time scale is made, with the time unit corresponding to a single bit time $\tau_{bit}$ (1 s for a 1-Mb/s bus), i.e., no distinction is made between an interference hitting the entire bit or only a fraction of it. In either case, the corruption will both occur and be detected.

Two types of interference sources are considered in [4].

- **Intermittent sources**, which are bursty sources that interfere during the entire mission time $T$, and are for an interference source $I$ characterized by a period $T_I$ and a burst length $l_I$ (where $l_I < T_I$).

- **Transient sources**, which are bursty sources of limited duration. These occur at most once during a mission time $T$, and for an interference source $J$ are characterized by a period $T_J$, a burst length $l_J$, and a number of bursts $n_J$ (where $l_J < T_J$ and $T_J \ast n_J < T$). For a single intermittent source $I$, the probability of a communication failure during the mission time is defined as follows:

$$P^T_F(I) = \sum_{t \in [0,T_I]} P_I(t) \times P^T_F(I \mid h(I) = t)$$

(3)

where $P^T_F(I \mid h(I) = t)$ denotes the conditional probability of a communication failure, given that the system was hit by interference from source $I$ at time $t$, denoted by $h(I) = t$. Since interference and bus communication are independent, it follows that $P_I(t) = 1/T_I$.

$P^T_F(I \mid h(I) = t)$ is calculated by simulation, i.e., the bus traffic during a mission is simulated, including the effects of interference, to determine if any communication failure (deadline violation) occurs. This will for each result in either 0, if no deadline is missed, or 1, if a deadline miss is detected.

For a single transient source $J$, the probability of a communication failure during the mission time is defined as follows:

$$P^T_F(J) = \sum_{t \in [0,T_J \ast n_J]} P_J(t) \times P^T_F(J \mid s(J) = t)$$

(4)
where $P_A(t)$ denotes the probability that the first transient interference hits the system at time $t$, and $P_E(J \mid s(J)=t)$ denotes the conditional probability of a communication failure during $T$ due to interference from $J$, given that the interference $J$ starts at time $t$. In the above summation, all possible full or partial interference from the transient source during mission time are considered. The interval $[-n_J, 0]$ specifically captures initial partial interference, starting before mission time, but ending during mission. Since interference and bus communication are independent, it follows that $P_E(t) = \frac{1}{1 + n_J T_J}$.

$P_E(J \mid s(J)=t)$ is calculated by simulation, just as above.

The number of scenarios to simulate here is potentially much larger than for an intermittent source, since typically $T \gg T_J$. However, the number of simulations can be reduced, since the probability of failure is independent of the hyperperiod (LCM of individual message periods), in which the interference hits the system. It can be proved that

$$P_E(J, I) \leq \frac{T + n_J T_J}{LCM} \sum_{t \in [0, LCM-1]} P_E(t) \times P_E(J \mid s(J)=t) = \frac{n_J T_J + T}{LCM}$$

It should be noted that a slight pessimism is introduced (which is the reason for the $\leq$) since the probability for failure in $T$ is lower toward the end, when the interference bursts are extending past the end of $T$. However, since it is assumed that $n_J T_J \ll T$, this optimism is insignificant.

Also, it is to be noted that in (5) the effects of the interference on the subsequent $LCM$, which is the reason for starting the summation with $t=0$ [rather than $t=-n_J T_J$ as in (4)], finally, it is noted that by not counting the interference starting outside the very first $LCM$ (at the beginning of the mission time), some optimism is introduced, but since the assumption of $n_J T_J \ll T$, this optimism is insignificant.

To be more precise, a fraction of (4),

$$\sum_{t \in [-n_J T_J, 0]} P_E(t) \times P_E(J \mid s(J)=t)$$

could be added to (5) in order to cover for the pre-mission time-triggered transient faults.

The above basic analysis is now extended to the analysis of multiple sources of interference. First, the presence of two independent sources of interference is considered. There are totally three cases to consider, namely

1) Two intermittent sources $I_1$ and $I_2$

$$P_E(I_1, I_2) = \sum_{t_1 \in [0, T_{I_1}-1]} P_E(t_1) \times P_E(t_2) \times P_E(I_1 \mid s(I_1)=t_1 \wedge s(I_2)=t_2)$$

2) Two transient sources $J_1$ and $J_2$

$$P_E(J_1, J_2) = \sum_{t_1 \in [0, T_{J_1}-1]} \sum_{t_2 \in [-n_J T_J, T_J]} P_E(t_1) \times P_E(t_2) \times P_E(J_1 \mid s(J_1)=t_1 \wedge s(J_2)=t_2)$$

3) One intermittent and one transient source

$$P_E(I_1, J_2) = \sum_{t_1 \in [0, T_{I_1}-1]} \sum_{t_2 \in [-n_J T_J, T_J]} P_E(t_1) \times P_E(t_2) \times P_E(I_1 \mid s(I_1)=t_1 \wedge s(J_2)=t_2)$$

The number of scenarios to simulate for the above three cases are in the order of $T_{I_1} T_{J_2}, \ T_{J_1}, \ T_{J_1} T_J \times T_J$, respectively. This may be rather large, especially for the last two cases. By observing symmetries in the formulas, however, the number of scenarios can be reduced. For case 3), consider the following two mutually exclusive situations: 1) $LCM \geq T_{I_1}$, which leads to the following reduced formula:

$$P_E(I_1, J_2) = \frac{T + n_J T_J}{LCM} \sum_{t_1 \in [0, T_{I_1}-1]} \sum_{t_2 \in [0, LCM-1]} P_E(t_1) \times P_E(t_2) \times P_E(I_1 \mid s(I_1)=t_1 \wedge s(J_2)=t_2)$$

and 2) $LCM < T_{I_1}$, which leads to the following reduced formula:
The above two equations can be combined into

$$P_F^T(I_1,J_2) = \frac{T+n_{I_2} T_{J_2}}{T_i} \times \sum_{t_i \in [0,T_i]} P_{h_i}(t_i) \times P_{J_2}(t_2) \times P_F^T(I_1,J_2,h(I_1)=t_1 \land s(J_2)=t_2)$$

and, thus, the number of scenarios is reduced from the order of $T_i \times T$ to the order of $T_i \times \max(LCM,T_i)$.

Finally, the general formula for an arbitrary number of interference sources of either type ($n$ intermittent and $m$ transient sources of interference) is presented as [4]

$$P_F^T(I_1,\ldots,I_n,J_1,\ldots,J_m) = \sum_{t_n \in [0,T_n]} P_{I_n}(t_n) \times \sum_{t_m \in [0,T_m]} P_{J_m}(t_m) \times \sum_{t_1 \in [0,T_1]} \cdots \sum_{t_m \in [0,T_m]} P_F^T(I_1,\ldots,I_n,J_1,\ldots,J_m,h(I_1)=t_1 \land \cdots \land h(I_n)=t_n \land s(J_1)=t_1' \land \cdots \land s(J_m)=t_m')$$

$$Q_F^T(\{I_1,J_2\}) = P^a_{I_1} \times P^a_{J_2} \times P_F^T(I_1,J_2) + P^a_{I_1} \times (1-P^a_{J_2}) \times P_F^T(I_1) + (1-P^a_{I_1}) \times P^a_{J_2} \times P_F^T(J_2)$$

where $A = (I \cup J) \setminus A$. Intuitively, (14) defines the failure probability for a system that is potentially subjected to interference from a set $I \cup J$ of interference sources as the sum of the weighted probabilities that a failure occurs in each of the possible combination of sources.

4. Reliability Modeling with Fault Tolerant Communication Model

This section presents an introduction to the general real-time system model, the fault-tolerant communication model and the applied reliability metrics, as presented in [15].
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several characteristic functions. The upper-bound arrival function \( \eta^i(t) \) describes the maximum number of events at \( t_i \)'s input during an interval of length \( t \). In [15], the authors restrict their consideration to strictly periodic activations of the channels \( t_1, t_2 \) and \( t_3 \), with periods \( T_1, T_2 \) and \( T_3 \) respectively and without any release jitter. This is a reasonable assumption for a wide variety of applications, e.g. signal processing or control loops. Further on perfectly synchronized clocks on each node are assumed.

Each message has a deadline that is equal to the period of the corresponding channel. Due to the fact that multiple channels may concurrently request access to the bus, a scheduler is adopted to decide which channel bus will be granted access in case of conflicts.

The scheduling policy is static-priority non-preemptive, i.e. only the channel with the highest priority may transmit data. Preemptions of running transmissions are not permitted. This communication model corresponds to the CAN bus.

**B. Fault-Tolerant Communication Model**

In this work, a single bus is assumed as communication medium. That is a very frequently used medium, both on chip and in distributed applications, such as in automotive electronics. In contrast to processes running on a CPU, the workload of a communication channel is often measured by the amount of data \( X \) to be transmitted within one job. Given the transmission speed \( V_{\text{com}} \), it is possible to compute the effective time \( t_{\text{com}}(X) \) a message of size \( X \) (in bits) utilizes the bus (without any fault tolerance measures):

\[
t_{\text{com}}(X) = \frac{X}{V_{\text{com}}} = X \cdot t_{\text{com}} \quad (15)
\]

For the sake of clarity, all the messages of a communication channel \( t_i \) are assumed to have the same length \( X_c \). However the proposed method is also well-suited for channels with messages of different lengths. In this case it would be necessary to know the sequence of transmitted data (and thus the sequence of message lengths) a priori (e.g. MPEG). For scheduling analysis it is essential to know \( t_{\text{com}} \) instead of the amount of data. However the probabilistic considerations are based on the measure of bit error rate (BER), i.e. the relative amount of erroneous bits during transmission. As a consequence, the value of \( X \) is relevant to determine the probability that a message suffers from a certain number of bit errors. It should be noted that only independent errors are considered. Burst errors which might corrupt consecutive bits beyond message boundaries are excluded by this restriction. This is a reasonable assumption for on-chip buses [15]. Otherwise the effect of burst errors can be turned into the effect of single errors by determining a maximum burst length and assuring that each burst may corrupt at most one message. For this purpose a protection time has to be defined that specifies an interval between messages where bus access is not allowed.

There exists a wide variety of fault tolerance techniques to protect data transmission, commonly classified into error detecting codes (EDC) and error correcting codes (ECC) [15]. EDCs append some redundancy bits to the message which enable the receiver to detect whether an error has occurred. If an error is detected, a retransmission of the message is necessary to avoid a functional failure. However in real-time systems this may lead to timing failures due to missed deadlines. In [15] the focus is on the analysis of EDC-protected communication. Each job can have an arbitrary number of transmission trials due to errors, as long as no deadline is missed. It is assumed that the number of redundant bits is message independent, as it is the case for many commonly used mechanisms, e.g. cyclic redundancy codes.

**Figure 2** illustrates the EDC-related communication timing model for a single message. In addition to the sending and the receiving node and the communication medium, a fault tolerance layer is introduced to realize the protection against transmission errors. In general the effective transmission time can be calculated as follows:

\[
t_{\text{com,EDC}}(n_e) = t_{\text{FTS}} + t_{\text{com,FT}} + n_e \cdot (t_{\text{com,FT}} + t_{\text{RR}})
\]

where \( t_{\text{FTS}} \) is the computation time for redundancy bits \( t_{\text{com,FT}} \) is the time of a single transmission trial using a fault tolerant bus \( t_{\text{RR}} \) is the transmission time for the retransmission request

\[n_e\] is the number of erroneous transmission trials \( t_{\text{com,FT}} \) is composed of the transmission times \( t_M \) for the message payload and \( t_{\text{code}} \) for the redundant bits and the time \( t_{\text{FTG}} \) wasted for evaluation of the redundant bits:

\[
t_{\text{com,FT}} = t_M + t_{\text{code}} + t_{\text{FTG}}
\]

Corresponding to the discussion in [9] different strategies can be applied to schedule retransmissions in a static-priority based scheduling scheme. In [15] two simple strategies are adopted:

- Normal Priority Retransmission: Retransmissions have the same priority as the original transmission.
- Highest Priority Retransmission: Retransmissions
always have the highest priority.

C. Reliability Model

The lifetime of a system is modelled with a random variable \( L \) that represents the time the system is running without failure. \( F_L \) depicts the distribution function of \( L \). In [15] the commonly used notion of reliability \( R \) as metric is adopted, which is defined as the complementary function of \( F_L \):

\[
R(t) = 1 - F_L(t)
\]  

(18)

Practically \( R(t) \) denotes the probability that within an interval \([0,t]\) no failure occurs [15].

5. Reliability Analysis Methodology with Probabilistic Error Model

This analytical method is aimed to overcome the limitations discussed in Section 2. For this purpose, a job-wise analysis is introduced, i.e. the number of tolerable errors is considered w.r.t. the job’s actual interference situation. Furthermore the probability that this number is not exceeded will be calculated for each transmission job separately. This procedure has to be performed for all jobs within the hyperperiod of the bus. After one hyperperiod has been completed, channel activations and load situation are repeated in exactly the same way as before. Consequently all probabilistic information which are necessary to derive a reliability function are already included into one hyperperiod [15].

The fact that the job \( \tau_{ij} \) meets its deadline will be referred to with \( S_{ij} \) (success of \( \tau_{ij} \)).

The probability that the job \( \tau_{ij} \) meets its deadline is denoted with \( P[S_{ij}] \).

The probability of \( S_{ij} \) provided that some jobs \( \tau_{a,j1}, \ldots, \tau_{a,jk} \) have already met their deadlines is denoted as conditional probability with

\[
P[S_{ij} | S_{a,j1} \land \cdots \land S_{a,jk}]
\]

The set of all jobs \( \tau_{ij} \) that have been activated in the interval \([0,t]\) is denoted with \( J(t) \), and the cardinal number \( |J(t)| \) with \( M \):

\[
J(t) = \bigcup_{i=1}^{n} \bigcup_{j=1}^{M} \{ \tau_{ij} \} = \{ \tau_{1\times 1}, \ldots, \tau_{n\times m} \}
\]  

(19)

Consider a time interval \([0,t]\) and a list \( J(t) \) as defined by Equation (19). Furthermore \( J(t) \) is sorted by the monotonically increasing activation times of the jobs, with ties broken such that the jobs of higher priority tasks are considered before those of lower priority tasks. Based on this notation, reliability \( R(t) \) can be defined as the probability that all jobs in \( J(t) \) meet their deadlines, i.e.:

\[
R(t) = P[S_{ij} \land \cdots \land S_{im}]
\]  

(20)

Consider that single success probabilities represent the probabilistic complements of the individual probabilities of failure on demand for each job, i.e.

\[
P[S_{ij}] = 1 - PFD(\tau_{ij})
\]

Equation (19) can be converted using the laws of probabilities:

\[
R(t) = P[S_{ij}] \cdot P[S_{i,j1} | S_{ij}] \cdots P[S_{i,j1,\ldots,jm} | S_{ij} \land S_{i,j1} \land \cdots \land S_{i,jm}]
\]  

(21)

Hence computation of these conditional probabilities remains as the central challenge. This problem can be divided into determining the maximum number of tolerable errors per job and computing the probability that this number will not be exceeded. Before going into details, some reflections concerning the analysis interval are presented.

A. Analysis Interval

Equation (20) represents the basic analysis methodology of jobwise success probability calculation. As explained at the beginning of this section the job-wise analysis has to be performed for exactly one hyperperiod, which is equal to \([0, lcm(T_1, \ldots, T_n)]\). If the reliability for one hyperperiod in known, reliability for \( h \) hyperperiods can be extrapolated by raising \( R(lcm(T_1, \ldots, T_n)) \) to the power of \( A \):

\[
R(A \cdot lcm(T_1, \ldots, T_n)) = R(lcm(T_1, \ldots, T_n))^A
\]  

(22)

Hence even if \( R(t) \) for large values of \( t \) is considered the analysis complexity is the same.

B. Number of Tolerable Errors

An algorithm to compute the maximum number of tolerable errors per job is now presented. For the sake of clarity, the overhead in expressions \( t_{erg} \) and \( t_{cpr} \) is ignored. Thus a message that has to be retransmitted \( n_c \) times has an overall transmission time of \((n_c + 1) \cdot t_{com,PT}\). Further on the more compact notation \( j_c \) is introduced to refer to a certain job \( \tau_{i_c,j_c} \in J(t) \).

Figure 3 demonstrates a simple scenario consisting of two jobs \( j_{c-1} \) and \( j_c \), with \( j_{c-1} \) having higher priority than \( j_c \). Job \( j_c \) is the considered job that should be evaluated for the maximum number of tolerable errors.

In the example, there exist several combinations of retransmissions of \( j_{c-1} \) and \( j_c \) without \( j_c \) missing its deadline, as shown in Table 1. In contrast, using the existing
Figure 3. Transmission scenario.

Table 1. Tolerable retransmissions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Retransmissions</th>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Times</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$j_{-1}$</td>
<td>$j_x$</td>
<td>$R(j_{-1})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$t_{com}^j(j_{-1})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$2^2t_{com}^j(j_{-1})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$2^2t_{com}^j(j_{-1})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$2^2t_{com}^j(j_{-1})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$3^2t_{com}^j(j_{-1}) + t_{com}^j(j_{-1})$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 4. Error scenario tree.

The approach of exclusively considering the worst-case situation, i.e. that scenario when $j_{-1}$ and $j_x$ are activated simultaneously, would indicate no tolerable error at all.

Figure 4 illustrates the method to compute all tolerable retransmissions for the considered job $j_x$ algorithmically. It again refers to the example from Figure 3. In general the objective is to determine the number of erroneous transmissions the currently considered job $j_x$ is able to tolerate, including transmission errors in jobs other than $j_x$ which cause a certain delay to $j_x$ due to scheduling effects [15].

In Figure 4, each node represents a dedicated error scenario $e^{x,j}$. It is labeled with the corresponding error vector $e^{x,j}$. An edge represents an error event $e^{x,j}$, i.e. $x = 0, \ldots, D$, to denote that the last transmission trial of job $j^{x,j}$ is disturbed by an error.

The fact that an arbitrary error scenario $S^{x,j}$ of a job $j_x$ actually occurs is denoted with $\omega^{x,j}$.

A response time analysis is performed to determine whether the considered job $j_x$ will meet its deadline under the actual interference situation and the error scenario represented by the node. If $j_x$ meets its deadline, all successors of the node that represents the currently considered error scenario within the tree will be explored. Otherwise the node is tagged as not working, what implies that all its successors are not working too. From the graph-theoretic point of view a non-cyclic directed graph (i.e. a tree) is traversed using a depth first search, where nodes tagged as not working are used as an abort criterion. The search terminates when there are no remaining working nodes with unexplored successors, i.e. when all leaves are tagged as not working. At this point, the working set $W_c = \{s^{x,j1}, \ldots, s^{x,jk}\}$ of the job $j_x$ is found. It is separated from the non-working set by the working front as depicted in Figure 4.

Theoretically, $j_x$’s completion may be delayed by all other jobs $j^{x,1}, \ldots, j^{x,m}$ that have been activated beforehand. This would lead to a growing dimension of the error vector from job to job and thus to a depth explosion of the search tree. To avoid this problem, only the last $D$ jobs which have been activated before $j_x$ are included into the tree-based analysis. The parameter $D$ is called the search depth. A bounded search depth assures a constant dimension of the error vector. This strategy may cause a disregard of certain error scenarios which generate a failure. Hence an overestimation of reliability may occur, leading to a non-strictly conservative analysis approach. However the experiments in [15] show a significant accordance with the simulation results, demonstrating the accuracy of this technique for reliability estimation and its practicability for system evaluation even with bounded search depth. The value of $D$ is adjustable, depending on the demands on accuracy and computational complexity. Multiple analysis runs with increasing $D$-values have to be performed until the result variation between two analyses falls below a specified threshold.

C. Success Probability Computation

Reconsidering the two steps mentioned above, the remaining problem is the calculation of the conditional success probabilities. That is considering a job $j_x$, expression (23) has to be evaluated.

$$P[S_j | S_{-1} \land \cdots \land S_i]$$

Because the occurrences $\omega^{x,k}, \omega^{x,k'}, \cdots, \omega^{x,kr}$ of all scenarios in $W_c$ are mutually exclusive, the overall probability that exactly one of these scenarios actually appears can be computed by summing up the individual probabilities:

$$P[S_j | S_{-1} \land \cdots \land S_i] = \sum_{k=1}^{r} P[\omega^{x,k} | S_{-1} \land \cdots \land S_i]$$

It is shown in [15] that Equation (24) can be evaluated for a given bit error rate $BER$ and known message lengths $X_c$. 
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In this context the following abbreviations are introduced to proceed with a more compact notation:

\[
\hat{S}_{i+1} = S_{i+1} | S_{i-2}, \ldots, S_{1} \\
\hat{\omega}_{i+1}^{k} = \omega_{i+1}^{k} | S_{i-2}, \ldots, S_{1}
\]

Consequently, Equation (24) is simplified

\[
P\left[ \omega_{i+1}^{k} \mid S_{i-1} \right] = P\left[ \omega_{i+1}^{k} \mid \hat{S}_{i-1} \right]
\]

Equation (26) is simplified to a total probability:

\[
P\left[ \omega_{i+1}^{k} \mid \hat{S}_{i-1} \right] = P\left[ \omega_{i+1}^{k} \mid \hat{\omega}_{i-1}^{L} \right] = \sum_{i=1}^{K_{i+1}} P\left[ \omega_{i+1}^{k} \mid \hat{\omega}_{i-1}^{L} \right] \cdot P\left[ \hat{\omega}_{i-1}^{L} \right]
\]

Thus the following case differentiation is used:

1) if \( \exists x \in \{1, \ldots, D\} : c_{i+1}^{x} \neq c_{i+1}^{x} \)

\[
P\left[ \omega_{i+1}^{k} \mid \hat{\omega}_{i-1}^{L} \right] = 0
\]

2) if \( \forall x \in \{1, \ldots, D\} : c_{i+1}^{x} = c_{i+1}^{x} \)

\[
P\left[ \omega_{i+1}^{k} \mid \hat{\omega}_{i-1}^{L} \right] = P\left[ J_{x} \right.\text{ retransmitted } c_{x}^{i+1} \text{ times} \]

Then the probability \( P\left[ \omega_{i+1}^{k} \mid \hat{\omega}_{i-1}^{L} \right] \) can be computed according to Equation (29).

\[
\left(1 - (1 - BER)^{X_{c}}\right)^{c_{i+1}^{k}} \cdot (1 - BER)^{X_{c}}
\]

where

\[
1 - (1 - BER)^{X_{c}} \text{ is } P[\text{Transmission erroneous}] \\
(1 - BER)^{X_{c}} \text{ is } P[\text{Transmission correct}] \\
\left(1 - (1 - BER)^{X_{c}}\right)^{c_{i+1}^{k}} \text{ is } P[\text{ erroneous transmissions}]
\]

Thus it is shown in that Equation (24) can be evaluated for a given bit error rate BER and known message lengths \( X_{c} \).

6. Conclusions

Research on schedulability analysis for fixed priority scheduling can be split into two classes. One class of techniques is based on utilization bound \( U \), which allows a simple test of the form \( \sum_{i=1}^{n} U_{i} \leq U \) to determine a task set’s schedulability [6]. For example, in Rate-Monotonic Scheduling (RMS), \( U = n(2^{ln} - 1) \), where \( n \) is the total number of tasks. These methods have low overheads and adapt to online schedulability test. Their shortcoming is their pessimism, since some schedulable task sets may have higher utilizations than the bound \( U \). The other class of techniques is based on the response time analysis techniques, which can provide exact schedulability analysis [1,16,17]. Such techniques have been increasingly developed for less restrictive computational models, thus allowing tasks to interact via shared resources, to have deadlines less than their periods [1], release jitter [1] and deadlines greater than their periods [6]. Furthermore, these methods can also be used in distributed real-time systems [6]. Compared with the methods based on utilization bound, response time analysis has higher overhead, so it is usually used as an off-line test.

The developed notion of a probabilistic assessment of schedulability has been supported [5] and shown how it can be derived from the stochastic behaviour of the work that the real-time system must accomplish [5]. Modelling faults as stochastic events means that an absolute guarantee cannot be given. There is a finite probability of some specified number of faults occurring within the deadline of a task. It follows that the guarantee must have a confidence level assigned to it and this is most naturally expressed as a probability. One way of doing this is to calculate the worst case fault behaviour that can (just) be tolerated by the system, and then use the system fault model to assign a probability to that behavior [4].

A method that allows controlled relaxation of the timing requirements of safety-critical hard real-time systems is presented [4]. The underlying rational is that no real system is (or can ever be) hard real-time, since the behavior of neither the design nor the hardware components can be completely guaranteed. By integrating hard real-time schedulability with the reliability analysis normally used to estimate the imperfection of reality, we obtain a more accurate reliability analysis framework with a high potential for providing solid arguments for making design tradeoffs, e.g., that allow a designer to choose a slower (and less expensive) bus or CPU, even though the timing requirements are violated in some rare worst case scenario.

Using traditional schedulability analysis techniques, the designer will in many cases have no other choice than to redesign the system (in hardware, software or both). However, by resorting to the approach in [4], it is seen that the probability of an extreme error situation arising is very low and thus the designer may not need to perform a costly redesign.

It is well known [4] that a control system that fails due to a single deadline miss is not robust enough to be of much practical use. Rather, the system should tolerate single deadline misses, or even multiple deadline misses or more complex requirements on the acceptable pattern of deadline misses. These requirements should of course be derived from the requirements on stability in the control of the external process. The possibility to handle such requirements in the analysis can makes the use of the resources even more efficient, i.e., a tradeoff situation between algorithmic fault tolerance and resource usage is achieved. By considering each message separately, the reliability could be increased by incorporating algo-
rithmic fault tolerance for functions which are dependent on a message that has the lowest reliability [4].

An algorithm to determine the maximum number of fault corrections and the corresponding probability of a missed deadline in case of periodic, priority driven communication systems during a period of time is presented [15].

An approach for the efficient fault-tolerant scheduling of messages of mixed criticality in CAN which provides guarantees for variable levels of redundancy for critical messages is presented [18]. This method guarantees the user a specified level of redundancy, as well as ensuring a short latency for non-critical messages. The concepts that have been introduced are that of a fault-tolerant window for critical messages, and fault-aware windows for non-critical messages, thus providing a variable level of redundancy requirement per message.

A comprehensive method to diagnose CAN nodes and communication links faults is presented [19]. The method uses a passive and active diagnosis approach which can be efficiently implemented and applied to a CAN system providing on-line fault diagnosis.

The method in [4] could be extended in various directions, such as including stochastic modeling of external interference, distributions of transmission times due to bit stuffing, distributions of actual queuing times, distributions of queuing jitter, as well as applying the framework to CPU scheduling, including variations in execution times of tasks, jitter, periods for sporadic tasks, etc. Some of these extensions require dependency issues to be carefully considered. For instance, message queuing jitter may for all messages on the same node be dependent on interrupt frequencies. Assuming independence in such a situation may lead to highly inaccurate results. Another critical issue which should be given further attention is the sensitivity of the analysis to variations in model parameters and assumptions [4].
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